
Spencer Nelson
Full Stack Web Developer
I am a full stack web developer with a passion for designing beautiful websites and writing clean
dynamic code. I love to work with others in a team environment, but I am also capable of working
individually to accomplish tasks. I am alway on the lookout for ways to optomize our workflow while
using interpersonal skills to better accomplish goals.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Full Service Funnels,— Jr Web Developer
Corvallis, OR | Jan 2022 - Nov 2022

· Developed an eye for design after building responsive ecomerse websites that require excellent web
fundamentals.

· Used skills with HTML, CSS, and Javascript to accomplish clients requests by building web sites,
javascript logic, bug fixing tasks, or rebuilding existing websites as requested by our clients

· I am passionate about optimizing workflow by using dynamic variables, object-oriented data, and
javascript to automate multiple steps following best practices while writing documentation and
coordinating with our team.

Samaritan Health Services, — Telemetry Technician
Corvallis, OR | March 2018 - August 2020

· Assisted the nursing department by monitoring patient cardiac rhythms. Showed strong attention to
detail in identifying any appearance of arrhythmias, abnormalities, or significant cardiac baseline
changes.

·In charge of the administrative assistant duties for the nurses working on the progressive care unit
including; assisting with communication between the nurses and the doctors, organizing patient
data, and maintaining full supplies on the unit.

Safeway, — Bookkeeper/Front End Manager
Corvallis, OR | June 2011 - March 2018

·Key responsibilities consisted of running the customer service desk, handling returns and
complaints, auditing the tills throughout the store, and handling requests over the phone.

·Frontend manager duties: handling the problems that would occur in the check stands, emphasizing
great rapport with customers, managing clerk tasks, and in charge of employee breaks.

PROJECTS

Dynamic Ecomerse Website Template,— Bootstrap Handlebars
·A dynamic template that can be cloned and easily updated to meet the clients needs with adjustable
variables stored in a json file. Includes dynamically updatable variables like: corp info, billing
descriptor, contact information, theme colors, hero image sequencing system, dynamic checkout
terms and product slug system.
-Video -Github

Restaurant Randomizer,— React Native ios/Android
·A React Native random restaurant chooser app using the Yelp Fusion API. It renders a detailed card of
a restaurant using UI/UX specifications in a search bar calling the Google Places API. I have included
a button to randomly choose another restaurant near the user's imputed zip code, city name, or a
street address.
-Video -Github

spencernelsondev@gmail.com
(541) 220-8120
Portland, OR
LinkedIn
Github

SKILLS

 · HTML, CSS

 · JavaScript

 · Bootstrap

 · React, React Native

 · Handlebars

 · Node.JS

 · MongoDB, Express

 · Mongoose

 · REST

 · Git

 ·Postman

 · Adobe XD / Figma
wireframing

EDUCATION

Full StackWeb and
Mobile Development
Nucamp Coding
Bootcamp
2021 - 2021,
graduated with Honors

Front EndWeb and
Mobile Development
Nucamp Coding
Bootcamp
2021 - 2021,
graduated with Honors

https://www.linkedin.com/in/spencer-nelson-900920229
https://github.com/SpencerNelsonDEV

